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Graphs and stable sets
◮ G = (V ,E) - a finite simple undirected graph
◮ stable (independent) set: a subset S ⊆ V of pairwise
non-adjacent vertices
◮ a stable set is maximal if it is not contained in any other
stable set
Equistable graphs
Definition (Payan, 1980)
A graph G = (V ,E) is equistable if there exists a function
ϕ : V → R+ such that
∀S ⊆ V :
S is a maximal stable set in G ⇔ ϕ(S) =
∑
v∈S ϕ(v) = 1 .
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Definition (Payan, 1980)
A graph G = (V ,E) is equistable if there exists a function
ϕ : V → R+ such that
∀S ⊆ V :
S is a maximal stable set in G ⇔ ϕ(S) =
∑
v∈S ϕ(v) = 1 .
Equistable graphs generalize threshold graphs and cographs.
They are not closed under vertex deletions.
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Equistable graphs: example
The following graph is equistable:
5/92/9
1/3
4/97/9
no other vertex subset is of total weight 1
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Equistable graphs: example
The following graph is not equistable:
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4
If
ϕ1 + ϕ3 = 1
ϕ2 + ϕ4 = 1
ϕ1 + ϕ4 = 1
then
ϕ2 + ϕ3 = 1 .
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No combinatorial characterization of equistable graphs is
known. Combinatorial characterizations of equistable graphs
are known for several graph classes:
outerplanar graphs (Mahadev et al. 1994),
chordal graphs (Peled and Rotics 2003),
AT-free graphs (Kloks et al. 2003),
series-parallel graphs (Korach and Peled 2003),
distance-hereditary graphs (Korach et al. 2008),
various product graphs (Miklavicˇ and M 2011),
line graphs (Levit and M 2014),
very well-covered graphs (Levit and M 2014),
simplicial graphs (Levit and M 2014),
EPT graphs (Alco´n et al. 2014+).
The computational complexity status of recognizing equistable
graphs is open.
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Definition (McAvaney-Robertson-DeTemple, 1993)
A graph G = (V ,E) is a general partition graph if G is the
intersection graph of a set system over a finite ground set U
such that every maximal stable set of G corresponds to a
partition of U.
Equivalently: every edge of G is contained in a strong clique.
strong clique = a clique intersecting all maximal stable sets
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The following graph is not a general partition graph
(there exists an edge not contained in any strong clique):
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Conjecture (Orlin, 2009)
Every equistable graph is a general partition graph.
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General partition graphs are strongly equistable
◮ Every equistable graph with a strong clique is strongly
equistable. (Mahadev et al. 1994)
◮ G is a general partition graph if and only if every edge of G
is contained in a strong clique. (McAvaney et al. 1993)
Corollary
Every general partition graph is strongly equistable.
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equistable graphs
⊆
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general partition graphs
Mahadev, Peled, and Sun conjectured that the top two classes
coincide.
Orlin’s conjecture is equivalent to stating that all three classes
coincide.
Miklavicˇ and M. proposed in 2011 an intermediate conjecture
that would follow from Orlin’s conjecture and imply the MPS
conjecture:
◮ Every equistable graph contains a strong clique.
Known results
Orlin’s conjecture (and hence the other two) hold within the
following graph classes:
◮ chordal graphs,
◮ graphs obtained from triangle-free graphs by gluing
chordal graphs along edges,
◮ outerplanar graphs,
◮ series-parallel graphs,
◮ line graphs,
◮ EPT graphs,
◮ very well-covered graphs,
◮ simplicial graphs,
◮ AT-free graphs,
◮ certain product graphs.
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1. In general, all the three conjectures are false.
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Our results
1. In general, all the three conjectures are false.
The complement of the following 14-vertex graph is equistable
but not strongly equistable:
This disproves the conjecture of Mahadev, Peled, and Sun
(and hence the other two conjectures as well).
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Therefore:
equistable graphs
∪
strongly equistable graphs
⊆
general partition graphs
This leaves open the possibility that the bottom two classes
coincide.
Our results
2. We construct an infinite family of strongly equistable
non-general partition graphs.
Our results
2. We construct an infinite family of strongly equistable
non-general partition graphs.
◮ These are the complements of the line graphs of
circulant graphs Cn({±1,±3}), where n ≥ 11 is odd.
n = 11 n = 13 n = 15
Inclusion relations among these classes
Thus, both inclusion relations are proper:
L( )
equistable
strongly equistable
general partition
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Our approach
All our counterexamples are
complements of line graphs of triangle-free graphs.
Recall that for a graph G, its line graph L(G) is the intersection
graph of E(G).
Let us “translate” the essential concepts for our study
from L(G) to G.
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general partition 2-extendable∗
For ∗, we also need that δ(G) ≥ 2.
In 1980, Plummer defined a graph to be k -extendable if it contains a
matching of size k and every matching of size k is contained in a
perfect matching.
Our approach
L(G) L(G) G
maximal stable set maximal clique maximal star
maximal clique maximal stable set maximal matching
edge non-edge a pair of disjoint edges
strong clique strong stable set perfect matching∗
equistable “equicliqueable” “equistarable”
strongly “strongly “strongly
equistable equicliqueable” equistarable”
general partition 2-extendable∗
We need triangle-free graphs of minimum degree at least 2 that
are:
◮ “equistarable” but not “strongly equistarable”
◮ “strongly equistarable” but not 2-extendable
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First, let us give examples of graphs that are equistarable but
not 2-extendable.
These are circulants Cn({±1,±3}), for n ≥ 11, odd.
n = 11 n = 13 n = 15
These graphs have odd number of vertices, therefore they do
not have any perfect matchings.
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First, let us give examples of graphs that are equistarable but
not 2-extendable.
These are circulants Cn({±1,±3}), for n ≥ 11, odd.
n = 11 n = 13 n = 15
These graphs have odd number of vertices, therefore they do
not have any perfect matchings. Consequently, they are not
2-extendable.
Why are they equistarable (and what does this mean)?
Equistarable graphs
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Equistarable graphs
Definition
A graph G = (V ,E) with at least one edge is equistarable if
there exists a mapping ϕ : E → R+ such that
∀F ⊆ E :
F is a maximal star in G ⇔ ϕ(F ) = 1 .
The circulant graphs belong to a general family of equistarable
graphs, which we describe next.
Even and odd chords
C: odd cycle in a graph
e,e′: disjoint edges in C
(e,e′)-crossing odd chord of C:
e e′
C
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Even and odd chords
C: odd cycle in a graph
e,e′: disjoint edges in C
(e,e′)-non-crossing even chord of C:
e
e
′
C
even-length path
(e, e′)-non-crossing even chord
even-length path
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Bad graphs
Definition
A graph G with |V (G)| odd is said to be bad if
G has a Hamiltonian cycle C such that
for every two disjoint edges e,e′ ∈ E(C),
G contains either an (e,e′)-crossing odd chord of C, or
a (e,e′)-non-crossing even chord of C.
e e′
C
odd-length path
(e, e′)-crossing odd chord
odd-length path
e
e
′
C
even-length path
(e, e′)-non-crossing even chord
even-length path
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Bad graphs
Theorem
Every bad graph is equistarable.
Proof idea:
1. Fix a Hamiltonian cycle as in the definition.
2. Assign tiny, algebraically independent positive weights to
chords of the cycle.
3. Solve a linear system to define the weights of cycle
edges.
4. Argue that the obtained weighting is equistarable,
using the existence of crossing odd chords and
non-crossing even chords.
Examples of bad graphs: circulants
For every odd n ≥ 11, the circulant Cn({±1,±3}) is bad (and
hence equistarable).
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Examples of bad graphs: circulants
For every odd n ≥ 11, the circulant Cn({±1,±3}) is bad (and
hence equistarable).
n = 11 n = 13 n = 15
Furthermore, we show that every such circulant is strongly
equistarable.
Strongly equistarable graphs
Definition
A graph G = (V ,E) with at least one edge is strongly
equistarable if for every non-empty F ⊆ E that is not a
maximal star and for every γ ≤ 1 there exists a mapping
ϕ : E → R+ such that ϕ(S) = 1 for every maximal star S, and
ϕ(F ) 6= γ.
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An equistarable graph that is not strongly
equistarable
To disprove the conjecture of Mahadev, Peled, and Sun (stating
that every equistable graph is strongly equistable),
we construct a triangle-free graph G∗ that is:
◮ bad (and hence equistarable),
◮ not strongly equistarable.
Here it is:
G
∗1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
19
12
23
34455667
78
89
37
4916
58 25
L(G∗)
An equistarable graph that is not strongly
equistarable
G∗ is indeed bad. Up to symmetry:
{e,e′} witness {e,e′} witness {e,e′} witness
{19,23} 16 {12,78} 49 {34,56} 25
{19,34} 25 {12,89} 37 {34,67} 25
{19,45} 16 {23,45} 25 {34,78} 25
{12,34} 25 {23,56} 49 {34,89} 25
{12,45} 37 {23,67} 16 {45,67} 16
{12,56} 37 {23,78} 49 {45,78} 16
{12,67} 37 {23,89} 16 {45,89} 16
Table: Checking badness of G∗
An equistarable graph that is not strongly
equistarable
The graph G∗ is not strongly equistarable:
G
∗
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
19
12
23
34455667
78
89
37
4916
58 25
L(G∗)
1
◮ Every edge weighting ϕ that is constantly 1 on each star
has ϕ({19,37}) = 1/2.
An equistarable graph that is not strongly
equistarable
The graph G∗ is not strongly equistarable:
G
∗
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
19
12
23
34455667
78
89
37
4916
58 25
L(G∗)
1
◮ Every edge weighting ϕ that is constantly 1 on each star
has ϕ({19,37}) = 1/2.
Proof relies on linear algebra (structure of the kernel of the
incidence matrix of G∗).
An equistarable graph that is not strongly
equistarable
Here is another drawing of G∗:
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Conclusion
We showed that the classes of general partition graphs,
strongly equistable graphs, and equistable graphs are pairwise
distinct.
Our work leaves open the following questions:
Open problem
Does Orlin’s conjecture hold for perfect graphs?
(It holds for chordal graphs, for distance-hereditary graphs,
for bipartite graphs and their complements,
for line graphs of bipartite graphs and their complements.)
Conjecture (Mahadev, Peled, and Sun 1994)
Strongly equistable graphs are closed under substitution.
Open problem
What is the complexity of recognizing equistable graphs?
The end
Thank you!
